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DNA testing �nds endangered
European eels for sale around the
world

31 March 2023
By Responsible Seafood Advocate

Study �nds critically endangered European eels on sale in
the UK, Europe, North America and Asia

A new study using DNA testing has con�rmed widespread – and likely illegal – international trading of
critically endangered European eels.

A research team led by the University of Exeter carried out “DNA barcoding” tests on products including
jellied eels and unagi, which is used in sushi and donburi. The researchers analyzed 114 samples and
combined their results with existing published research, �nding European eels – and other endangered
and eel species – on sale in the United Kingdom, continental Europe, North America and Asia.

The study, which was published in Food Control
(https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0956713523001524), tested eel-based foods in
North America and Europe and found that about 40 percent of North American unagi samples analyzed
contained European eel.

“It’s hard to track where the eels come from, but it’s unlikely that all of those found in the samples came

(https://www.globalseafood.org)
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from the small amounts of legally exported European eels from North Africa,” said Kristen Steele, co-
author of the study and Ph.D. candidate at University College London. “It’s very possible that illegal
trading brought these eels into the supply chain.”

(https://events.globalseafood.org/responsible-seafood-summit)

The study also found a “stark mismatch” between the natural range of eel species and where they were
commonly sold. More European eel was found on sale in east Asia than in Europe; and more Japanese
eel was found in the UK than in east Asia. As well as concerns over illegal trade and species
conservation, this suggests thousands of food miles are “hidden” in eel products.

Most traditional UK eel products sampled, like the jellied eels sold in London’s East End, were made
from European eels. Such products may be legal, but they still involve the consumption of a critically
endangered species.

“The growing popularity of Japanese cuisine worldwide has caused an increasing demand for
freshwater eels,” said Dr. Andrew Gri�ths from the University of Exeter. “The complex lifecycle of these
eels – which includes migrating from rivers to spawn in the sea – means they cannot be bred at large
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scale in captivity. So the illegal trade involves catching young eels in Europe, transporting them to East
Asia and growing them on in �sh farms.”

Read the full study here. (https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0956713523001524)
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